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Abstract
Text style transfer (TST) is an important task
in natural language generation, which aims to
alter the stylistic attributes (e.g., sentiment) of
a sentence and keep its semantic meaning un-
changed. Most existing studies mainly focus
on the transformation between styles, yet ig-
nore that this transformation can be actually
carried out via different hidden transfer pat-
terns. To address this problem, we propose
a novel approach, contrastive transfer pattern
mining (CTPM), which automatically mines
and utilizes inherent latent transfer patterns to
improve the performance of TST. Specifically,
we design an adaptive clustering module to au-
tomatically discover hidden transfer patterns
from the data, and introduce contrastive learn-
ing based on the discovered patterns to obtain
more accurate sentence representations, and
thereby benefit the TST task. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that pro-
poses the concept of transfer patterns in TST,
and our approach can be applied in a plug-and-
play manner to enhance other TST methods to
further improve their performance. Extensive
experiments on benchmark datasets verify the
effectiveness and generality of our approach.1

1 Introduction

Text style transfer (TST), an important task in natu-
ral language generation, aims to change the stylistic
properties while preserving the style-independent
content within the context. Stylistic properties in-
clude but are not limited to sentiment, politeness,
formality, and humor. This task has wide applica-
tions, such as neutralizing offensive remarks (Ci-
cero et al., 2018), data augmentation (Xu et al.,
2019), and human-computer interaction (Li et al.,
2016). The main difficulty in this task is the lack
of parallel datasets, making most previous works
develop their methods in an unsupervised man-
ner and can be roughly divided into two groups.

∗Corresponding author: Zhendong Mao.
1Our code and data will be released at GitHub.

Figure 1: Three cases from the test set of sentiment
transfer dataset Yelp, which can reflect different transfer
patterns.

Methods in the first group (Lee et al., 2021; Reid
and Zhong, 2021) separate style-independent sen-
tence representations and revise them with style
attributes, while methods in the second group (Dai
et al., 2019; Kashyap et al., 2022) directly revise
an entangled representation of an input by using an
extra style embedding. However, the two groups of
existing methods only focus on the transformation
between styles and do not take into account that
this transformation might be achieved via different
latent transfer patterns.

As a matter of fact, there are lots of transfer
patterns in the TST task. Figure 1 shows three cases
from the test set of sentiment transfer dataset Yelp
(Li et al., 2018). In the first case, the transfer pattern
is extracting key emotional words and taking their
antonyms. The transfer pattern of the second case
is to change the affirmative polarity to negative
polarity while the last case is to change the negative
polarity to affirmative polarity. Such latent patterns
naturally exist for various source texts and imply
different specialized ways to solve the transfer task.

Intuitively, it would be dramatically informative
and helpful to mine and exploit latent transfer pat-
terns as prior knowledge. However, one key obsta-
cle lies ahead we have no access to such golden
annotation of a systematic taxonomy for all avail-
able patterns, nor does it cost-effective to manually
conclude and annotate one.

In this work, we propose a novel contrastive
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transfer pattern mining (CTPM) method, which
can automatically detect different transfer patterns
and use contrastive learning on this basis. In this
way, we can obtain more accurate sentence repre-
sentations, which thereby help us to achieve better
text style transfer. Figure 2 gives an overview of
our approach. We first use a clustering module
to automatically mine latent transfer patterns and
obtain transfer pattern labels. Then we simultane-
ously exploit intra-style contrastive learning with
transfer pattern labels and inter-style contrastive
learning with style labels to enhance text repre-
sentations, boosting the performance of text style
transfer. It is worth mentioning that our method
can be combined plug-and-play with both the above
two groups of mainstream TST methods to improve
their performance.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We propose the concept of latent transfer pat-
terns in the TST task for the first time, and
design a clustering module to mine and distin-
guish such patterns.

• Based on the mined transfer patterns, we in-
troduce intra-style and inter-style contrastive
learning to obtain more accurate sentence rep-
resentations.

• We combine our method with two typical ba-
sic TST models belonging to the above two
mainstream groups and conduct extensive ex-
periments on two benchmarking datasets. The
results demonstrate the effectiveness and gen-
erality of our approach.

2 Approach

The overall architecture of our method is depicted
in Figure 2, which consists of an adaptive clus-
tering module and a contrastive learning mod-
ule. The adaptive clustering module automatically
mines latent transfer patterns in each style. Based
on the mined transfer patterns, the contrastive learn-
ing module adopts intra-style and inter-style con-
trastive learning losses to learn more precise sen-
tence representations. The two losses are applied
to a basic TST model to further improve its perfor-
mance. We will first give a brief introduction to the
TST task, and then elaborate on the two modules.

Figure 2: General architecture of our method. Without
loss of generality, we take the TST task with two styles
for example. The clustering module mines and distin-
guishes latent transfer patterns within each style, and the
contrastive learning module further adopts intra-style
and inter-style contrastive learning on the basis of the
mined patterns.

2.1 Problem Formulation

Considering a training corpus D =
{
(xi, si)

T
i=1

}
,

xi is an input sentence and si is its style label.
TST aims to learn a model x̂ŝ = fθ(x, ŝ), which
takes an arbitrary natural language sentence x and
a desired style ŝ ∈ {sj}Hj=1 as input, and then gen-
erates a sentence x̂ŝ with style ŝ, while preserving
as much information in original sentence x as pos-
sible. Take the classic sentiment transfer task as an
example. Two styles are considered there namely
the positive and negative sentiments, and the task
is to transfer the sentence between the two styles
while maintaining content information.

2.2 Adaptive Clustering Module

We propose an adaptive clustering module to mine
latent transfer patterns and cluster the sentences
with the same style into different transfer patterns.
Concretely, we adopt an entropy-based method to
find an optimal number of clusters for each style
automatically, and then design a neural clustering
algorithm to cluster the sentences into different
transfer patterns. The clustering result could be
regarded as some kind of supervision for obtaining
more accurate sentence representations.
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Cluster Number Calculation Generally, the
clustering effect is strongly influenced by the num-
ber of clusters. Inspired by U-k-means (Sinaga
and Yang, 2020), we create a learning schema to
find the optimal cluster number. For a style set, we
obtain a d-dimension vector rj ∈ Rd as the repre-
sentation of each sentence xj using a pre-trained
language model BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). We
initialized the cluster number by the sentence num-
ber and gradually cluster sentence representations
to decrease the cluster number during iterations. By
minimizing the entropy of the probability of one
sentence belonging to its corresponding clusters,
an optimal cluster number k can be automatically
found according to the data structure.

Neural Clustering Network Inspired by K-
means (MacQueen, 1967), We propose a neural
clustering network to mine latent transfer patterns.
In our method, the sentence representations are
classified according to their distance to cluster cen-
ters (centroids), and then each centroid is calculated
by a weighted sum of all sentence representations.
We designed a clustering loss to optimize the net-
work to divide sentences into different clusters.

In detail, our clustering module takes the sen-
tence representations {rj}Nj=1 and centroid hidden
states {ci}ki=1 as input, where N is the batch size
and k is the cluster number for each style. ci ∈ Rd

is initialized randomly. We can obtain the distance
matrix M between sentence representations and
centroids, defined as:

Mij =
exp(ϕ(ci,rjU

θ))∑N
j=1 exp(ϕ(ci,rjUθ))

1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ N
(1)

where Mij ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized distance value
between the i-th centroid vector ci and j-th sen-
tence representation rj , which implies the nega-
tive degree of the rj belonging to the centroid ci.
U θ ∈ Rd×d is a learnable parameter matrix of a
MLP, ϕ(·) is a distance measure function.

Then we can classify the sentence representa-
tions according to the distance matrix M :

Ij = argmin (M:,j) 1 ≤ j ≤ N (2)

where M:,j represents the negative degree of the
sentence representation rj belonging to each cen-
troid and function argmin assigns sentence repre-
sentations to the associated cluster according to
the minimum distance value. As a consequence,

I ∈ RN implies the clustered index of the sentence
representations.

To train the clustering module to learn the op-
timal clustering formula, we propose a clustering
loss that minimizes the distance between sentence
representations and their belonging centroids. The
clustering loss aims to find the optimal U θ and
thereby calculate the optimal c, so that after the
sentence representations go through the clustering
module, the distance to the corresponding centroid
is lower, and to other centroids is higher.

Lclu =
1

N

N∑

j=1

ϕ
(
rjU

θ, cIj

)
(3)

After that, we calculate the new centroids with
the weighted sum of all sentence representations,
where weight is related to the distance matrix.

ci =
N∑

j=1

(1−Mij)rjU
θ 1 ≤ i ≤ k (4)

When the network is adequately trained, we are
able to obtain the labels of transfer patterns for each
sentence using Eq.2.

2.3 Contrastive Learning Module

We introduce supervised contrastive learning
(Khosla et al., 2020) to regularize the latent space,
so that two sentences with the same transfer pattern
label or style label (positive pairs) will lie close to-
gether, and otherwise far apart, which finally makes
the sentence representations more distinguishable.
In detail, we design intra-contrastive loss based on
the transfer pattern labels within the same style,
and design inter-contrastive loss based on the style
labels between different styles. Both two losses
will be applied to a basic TST model eventually.

Intra-style Contrastive Learning Considering
a sentence xi ∈ D in a batch B, Pt(i) is a posi-
tive sentence set in which sentences share the same
transfer patterns with xi, and At(i) is B \ Pt(i)
which means negative sentence set. Intra-style con-
trastive loss of sentence xi is defined as follows2:

Lintra = −1
|Pt(i)|

∑
p∈Pt(i)

log
exp(zi·zp/τ)∑

a∈At(i)

exp(zi·za/τ)
(5)

2In fact, we will add up the loss of all sentences xi in a
batch as Lintra. In order to simplify the notation, we have
omitted the expression of summation.
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where z is the representation obtained from the
basic TST model, τ is temperature. By minimizing
Lintra, sentences with the same transfer patterns
will lie close together, and otherwise far apart.

Inter-style Contrastive Learning Considering a
sentence xi ∈ D in a batch B, Ps(i) is a positive
sentence set in which sentences share the same
styles with xi, and As(i) is B \Ps(i) which means
negative sentence set. Inter-style contrastive loss
of sentence xi is defined as follows3:

Linter =
−1

|Ps(i)|
∑

p∈Ps(i)

log
exp(zi·zp/τ)∑

a∈As(i)

exp(zi·za/τ)
(6)

where z and τ are consistent with Eq.5. By mini-
mizing Linter, sentences with the same style will
lie close together, and otherwise far apart.

There is an intra-style loss Lintra for each style
and an inter-style loss Linter between styles in la-
tent space. Thus, for the H styles, the general
formulation of total contrastive loss is:

Lcon =
1

H + 1
(L1

intra+· · ·+LH
intra+Linter) (7)

For example, we have H = 2 for the sentiment
transfer task, as Figure 2 depicts.

2.4 Training and Inference
Our training consists of two stages. In the first
stage, we perform the training of an independent
clustering module with Lclu to obtain the transfer
pattern labels. In the next stage, based on the labels
of transfer patterns and styles, Lcon is calculated by
contrastive learning module with Eq.7. We retain
the loss of basic TST models denoted as Lbase, and
our model is trained jointly with Lbase and Lcon.
We select two typical methods (Dai et al., 2019; Lee
et al., 2021) as basic TST models corresponding to
two mainstream groups mentioned in Section 1. A
brief introduction is as follows, more details can be
found in Appendix A.

RACoLN (Lee et al., 2021) belongs to the first
group which separates style-independent sentence
representations and revises them with style at-
tributes. It takes an encoder, a stylizer and a de-
coder as the basic block. The encoder maps an
input sequence x into a style-independent represen-
tation zx. The stylize takes the content representa-
tion zx and a target style ŝ as inputs, and produces
a content-related style representation zŝ. The de-
coder takes zx and zŝ as inputs, and generates a

3Same process as Lintra.

new sequence x̂ŝ. We regard [zx, zŝ] as z in Eq.5
to apply our method.

Style Transformer (Dai et al., 2019) belongs to
the second group which directly revises an entan-
gled representation of an input by using an extra
style embedding. It takes the Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) as the basic block. It adds an extra
style embedding to the standard Transformer archi-
tecture to conduct style control which maps style
s into a style representation es. The encoder maps
an sentence x and es into a continuous represen-
tations zxs. The decoder takes zxs as input and
computes the output corresponding to both x and
s. We apply our method to its encoder and regard
zxs as z in Eq.5.

We train our model with Lcon and Lbase. The
total loss of the training steps is defined as follows:

Ltotal = Lbase + λLcon (8)

where λ is a balancing parameter to balance Lcon

with Lbase.
Our inference process is the same as the basic

TST model due to its unmodified structure, and the
clustering module is not required anymore.

3 Experimental Settings

3.1 Datasets
Following prior work on text style transfer, we use
two common datasets: Yelp Review Dataset (Yelp)
and IMDb Movie Review Dataset (IMDb). The
statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1.

Yelp Review Dataset (Yelp) Yelp is provided
by the Yelp Dataset Challenge (Li et al., 2018) 4,
consisting of restaurants and business reviews with
negative and positive sentiment labels. Besides, it
also provides human-annotated sentences which
are used in measuring content preservation.

IMDb Movie Review Dataset (IMDb) IMDb
is provided by the Style Transformer (Dai et al.,
2019)5, consisting of movie reviews with nega-
tive and positive sentiment labels written by on-
line users. However, it does not provide human-
annotated sentences.

3.2 Automatic Evaluation
We adopt transfer accuracy and content preserva-
tion to evaluate our method which are currently the

4https://github.com/lijuncen/Sentiment-and-Style-
Transfer

5https://github.com/fastnlp/style-transformer
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Dataset
Yelp IMDb

Positive Negative Positive Negative
Train 266041 177218 178869 187597
Dev 2000 2000 2000 2000
Test 500 500 1000 1000
Avg.Len 8.9 18.5
Vocab 10K 30K

Table 1: Statistics of Yelp and IMDb.

most important aspects in evaluating style transfer
models (Xiao et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2021).6

Style Transfer Accuracy To measure whether
generated sentences reveal the target style property,
we evaluate the target sentiment accuracy (S-ACC)
of transferred sentences. For an accurate evaluation
of style transfer accuracy, we trained two sentiment
classifiers on the training set of Yelp and IMDb.

Content Preservation The Bilingual Evaluation
Understudy (BLEU) score (Papineni et al., 2002)
can measure the similarity between two sentences
at the lexical level. With this metric, one can evalu-
ate how a sentence maintains its content through-
out inference. Following the recent studies (Shuo,
2022; Lample et al., 2018), two BLEU scores are
computed by the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
(Bird et al., 2009) in our work: self-BLEU, which
is the BLEU score between the output and input,
and ref-BLEU, which is the BLEU score between
the output and human reference sentences.

G-score G-score denotes the geometric mean of
the self-BLEU and S-ACC, which is a compre-
hensive metric to imply the quality of both style
controlling and content preservation.

3.3 Human Evaluation

In addition to automatic evaluation, we also con-
duct human evaluation experiments on generated
outputs. We randomly select 200 outputs (100 out-
puts per style) from each of the two datasets, a
total number of 400 outputs per model. Given the
target style and original sentence, three annotators
are asked to evaluate the generated sentence with a

6We don’t adopt PPL to evaluate fluency. Recently some
scholars have shown that the PPL referee is unqualified and
it cannot evaluate the generated text fairly for the following
reasons (Wang et al., 2022): (i) The PPL of short text is larger
than long text, which goes against common sense, (ii) The
repeated text span could damage the performance of PPL, and
(iii) The punctuation marks could affect the performance of
PPL heavily.

score range from 1 (Very Bad) to 5 (Very Good) on
style controlling (S), content preservation (C),
and fluency (F). we adopt the average score of
three annotators eventually.

3.4 Implementation Details
We implement the cluster number calculation based
on the code of U-k-means7(Sinaga and Yang, 2020).
For the Yelp dataset, the optimal cluster number is
4 for the positive style and 4 for the negative style.
For the IMDb dataset, the corresponding optimal
cluster numbers are 5 and 7.

The hyperparameters of the Style Transformer
(Dai et al., 2019) and RACoLN (Lee et al., 2021)8

are kept unchanged. The ϕ(·) is Euclidean dis-
tance, d, N and τ are respectively 768, 256 and
0.5. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) is
used to update the parameter of the cluster module
with a learning rate set to 0.0001. For balancing
parameters of the new loss function, we set λ to
0.6. We train our method on one machine with 1
NVIDIA 3090 GPU. The method based on Style
Transformer takes about 24 hours and the method
based on RACoLN takes 6-7 hours.

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Automatic Evaluation Result
We choose two basic TST models and some other
baselines for comparison and cite all metrics from
the paper of RACoLN (Lee et al., 2021). Results
using the automatic evaluation are presented in
Table 2. Since our method is used plug-and-play
to improve the basic TST model, we pay more
attention to the comparison with the basic TST
model. The automatic evaluation results show the
strong ability of our method to achieve style control
and preserve the content information.

Our method achieves significant performance
in style control. Concretely, on the Yelp dataset,
CTPM increases the StyleTrans and RACoLN by
3.7 and 2.7 S-ACC score respectively. In addition,
on the IMDb dataset, CTPM improves the Style-
Trans and RACoLN by 7.6 and 3.4 S-ACC score.

Our method also does well in content preserva-
tion. Especially, on the Yelp dataset, CTPM raises
the StyleTrans by 2.4 self-BLEU score which is the
previous stat-of-the-art model and RACoLN by 2.2
self-BLEU score. Moreover, on the IMDB dataset,
CTPM enhances the StyleTrans by 4.3 self-BLEU

7https://github.com/kpnaga08/Unsupervised-k-means
8https://github.com/MovingKyu/RACoLN
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Methods
Yelp IMDb

S-ACC↑ ref-BLEU↑ self-BLEU↑ G-score↑ S-ACC↑ self-BLEU↑ G-score↑
Input Copy 2.1 22.8 100.0 14.5 4.4 100.0 21.0
CycleRl (Xu et al., 2018) 88.0 2.8 7.2 25.2 97.6 4.9 21.9
Deep Latent (He et al., 2019) 85.2 15.1 40.7 58.9 59.3 64.0 61.6
DIRR (Liu et al., 2021) 93.9 21.6 55.3 72.1 85.6 68.5 76.6
LEWIS (Reid and Zhong, 2021) 86.8 19.3 52.2 67.3 N/A N/A N/A
CRF (Shuo, 2022) 94.0 20.6 53.7 71.0 85.3 58.3 70.5
StyleTrans (Dai et al., 2019) 87.3 19.8 55.2 69.4 74.0 70.4 72.2
StyleTrans+CTPM(Ours) 91.0 19.9 57.6 72.4 81.6 74.7 78.1
RACoLN (Lee et al., 2021) 91.3 20.0 59.4 73.6 83.1 70.9 76.8
RACoLN+CTPM(Ours) 94.0 20.8 61.6 76.1 86.5 72.2 77.3

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results. The ref-BLEU for the IMDb dataset is not reported due to the absence of
human references. Input Copy means an unmodified copy of the input sentence. The bold numbers indicate a better
performance of baseline+CTPM than the corresponding baseline alone.

Figure 3: Visualization of S-ACC during training pro-
cess on Yelp.

score and RACoLN by 1.3 self-BLEU score. In ad-
dition, the ref-BLEU of our method is consistently
higher than two basic TST methods.

During the training process, we did a visual anal-
ysis of the StyleTrans on the Yelp dataset depicted
in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The figures show that
with iteration steps increasing, the accuracy of our
method is consistently better than the StyleTrans.
In terms of content preservation, it can be observed
in Table 2 that unmodified sentences will achieve
content preservation best, so all methods will sacri-
fice the BLEU score for the performance of S-ACC
in the training process. From Figure 3 and Figure
4, the self-BLEU of the StyleTrans decreases faster
with no sign of convergence at a large number of
iterations, which implies our ability for better con-
tent preservation.

Figure 4: Visualization of self-BLEU during training
process on Yelp.

4.2 Human Evaluation Result

Considering the limitation of manual labor in-
volved, we conduct human rating on two of our
models and the corresponding basic models. The
results are shown in Table 3 and are generally con-
sistent with the automatic evaluation. Compared
with all the basic TST models, on two datasets, our
method achieves higher scores on the style con-
trolling and content preservation evaluation metric.
Moreover, the fluency score also proves its ability
to generate fluent outputs.

4.3 Ablation Study

In this section, we mainly validate the impact of
different factors on overall performance. We fur-
ther choose the Yelp dataset and the Style Trans-
former as the basic TST model to conduct our ab-
lation study. The findings are still holding to the
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Methods
Yelp IMDb

S C F S C F
StyleTrans 3.8 4.0 4.0 3.2 2.8 3.9
StyleTrans+CTPM 4.0 4.2 4.1 3.6 3.4 4.0
RACoLN 4.1 3.8 4.1 3.5 2.9 4.0
RACoLN+CTPM 4.5 4.1 4.3 3.8 3.0 4.2

Table 3: Human evaluation result. Each score represents
the average score of three annotators.

RACoLN. Additional ablation experiments are pre-
sented in Appendix A.

Ablation of cluster numbers. We choose dif-
ferent cluster numbers and retrain with the same
hyperparameters. The quantitative results are re-
ported in Table 4 and simultaneously Figure 5 gives
a clear visualization. We set the positive and neg-
ative cluster numbers equal to our optimal value.
Table 4 and Figure 5 show that CTPM can always
achieve better results than StyleTrans with the clus-
ter number in an appropriate range.

Ablation of loss components. In order to ex-
plore the impact of each contrastive loss, we have
considered an appropriate setting: only inter-style
contrastive loss or intra-style contrastive loss, and
retrain our method with the same hyperparameters.
The results are shown in Table 5. It can be observed
that removing any component will be worse than
ours and better than StyleTrans, which tells us both
two losses are effective.

Ablation of λ. We selected different values of λ
and retrained the model with the same hyperparam-
eters. The quantitative results are reported in Table
6. The results show that λ is insensitive and can
bring stable improvement (1.4 ∼ 2.0) of G-score
within a certain range (0.4 ∼ 0.8). By the way, the
training procedure will encounter the difficulty of
gradient explosion with λ (>0.9).

Ablation of batch size. The contrastive loss is
closely linked to the size of the batch size, we
also did an ablation experiment on the batch size
as shown in Table 7. The batch size can bring
stable improvement (1.2 ∼ 3.0) of G-score within
a certain range (128 ∼ 512). We infer that this
is because the small batch size will cause poor
contrastive learning performance, while the large
one is inappropriate for our small-scale datasets.

Figure 5: G-score of StyleTrans+CTPM with different
cluster numbers on Yelp. The optimal result is obtained
when k = 4.

Method S-ACC↑ ref -BLEU↑ self -BLEU↑G-score↑
StyleTrans 87.3 19.8 55.2 69.4
StyleTrans+CTPM
k1 = k2 = 2 88.9 19.0 52.8 68.5
k1 = k2 = 3 88.9 19.4 56.3 70.7
k1 = k2 = 4 91.0 19.9 57.6 72.4
k1 = k2 = 5 88.0 20.1 59.3 72.2
k1 = k2 = 6 90.0 20.0 58.1 72.3
k1 = k2 = 7 87.9 19.6 58.3 71.6
k1 = k2 = 8 91.0 19.9 54.1 70.2
k1 = k2 = 9 87.9 18.9 53.4 68.5
k1 = k2 = 10 88.1 18.5 52.6 68.1

Table 4: Performance of StyleTrans+CTPM with dif-
ferent cluster numbers on Yelp. The optimal result is
obtained when k1 = k2 = 4.

4.4 Case study

In terms of the StyleTrans and StyleTrans+CTPM,
we randomly sampled 20000 sentences (10000 sen-
tences per style) from Yelp and projected them
in a two-dimensional space using t-SNE (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008) as shown in Figure 6. It
can be observed that for StyleTrans, although two
colors that imply two styles are roughly separated,
there is still a partial intersection between the two
styles. However, after adding our method, there is
no obvious intersection between the two styles, and
each style is generally divided into four distinctive
clusters, corresponding to four transfer patterns.
Therefore, our method is able to obtain more mean-
ingful and distinguishable sentence representations,
and thereby benefits the TST task.

We further randomly selected some instances
from the four clusters presented in Table 8, in
which each cluster shows its own different trans-
fer pattern, and there exists a clear distinction be-
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Method S-ACC↑ ref -BLEU↑ self -BLEU↑G-score↑
StyleTrans 87.3 19.8 55.2 69.4
StyleTrans+CTPM 91.0 19.9 57.6 72.4

(-)Lintra 88.4 20.1 56.0 70.4
(-)Linter 88.3 19.9 58.7 72.0

Table 5: Performance of StyleTrans+CTPM with dif-
ferent loss components on Yelp, where (-) indicates
removing the corresponding component from the full
model.

Method S-ACC↑ ref -BLEU↑ self -BLEU↑G-score↑
StyleTrans 87.3 19.8 55.2 69.4
StyleTrans+CTPM

λ = 0.2 87.6 18.7 54.7 69.2
λ = 0.4 90.4 19.6 56.9 71.7
λ = 0.6 91.0 19.9 57.6 72.4
λ = 0.8 87.2 19.4 57.5 70.8

Table 6: Performance of StyleTrans+CTPM with differ-
ent λ on Yelp.

tween different transfer patterns. Note that our
transfer patterns are automatically learned in the
latent space, and may not necessarily have a strict
one-to-one correspondence with actual patterns.

5 Related Work

Text Style Transfer In recent years, style trans-
fer has been widely explored in Computer Vision
filed (Zhu et al., 2017) but remained challenging
for text because of the vague style definition of
language and the discrete nature. Most approaches
focus on unsupervised methods owing to the diffi-
culty of obtaining parallel data. Previous work can
mainly be categorized into two families.

The text style transfer task considers a sentence
as being formed of content and style. Therefore,
the first family attempts to separate content and
style attributes (Rao and Tetreault, 2018; Li et al.,
2018; Wu et al., 2019; Malmi et al., 2020; Lee
et al., 2021; Reid and Zhong, 2021). RACoLN
(Lee et al., 2021) proposes a method to implicitly
remove style at the token level using reverse at-
tention and then fuse content information to style
representation using conditional layer normaliza-
tion. (Rao and Tetreault, 2018) perform the task of
politeness transfer by first identifying words with
stylistic attributes using TF-IDF and then training
a model to replace or augment these stylistic words
with ones associated with the target attribute.

Apart from distangling content and style at-
tributes, the second family focuses on revising an
entangled representation of input (Dai et al., 2019;

Method S-ACC↑ ref -BLEU↑ self -BLEU↑G-score↑
StyleTrans 87.3 19.8 55.2 69.4
StyleTrans+CTPM

batch size = 64 87.2 18.7 51.3 66.9
batch size = 128 90.1 20.2 56.0 71.0
batch size = 256 91.0 19.9 57.6 72.4
batch size = 512 88.5 19.6 56.3 70.6
batch size = 1024 90.4 17.7 53.0 69.2

Table 7: Performance of StyleTrans+CTPM with differ-
ent batch sizes on Yelp.

Figure 6: Visualization of Yelp dataset representations
using t-SNE. The left figure depicts the sentence repre-
sentations of StyleTrans, in which red dots represent sen-
tences with a positive style, while blue dots denote sen-
tences with a negative style. The right depicts the sen-
tence representations of StyleTrans+CTPM, in which
the left four colors imply four transfer patterns corre-
sponding to the positive style sentences and the right
four colors imply four transfer patterns corresponding
to the negative style sentences.

Liu et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020; Kashyap et al.,
2022). ARAE (Kashyap et al., 2022) introduces
two cooperative losses to the adversarially regular-
ized autoencoder that further regularizes the latent
space to maintain other desirable constraints while
retaining content and changing the style of sen-
tences. Style Transformer(Dai et al., 2019) uses
the transformer architecture and rewrite style in the
entangled representation at the decoder which we
consider as a strong baseline model.

Contrastive Learning In NLP, contrastive learn-
ing has made remarkable achievements at many
tasks. For Sentence Embedding, NonLing-CSE
(Jian et al., 2022b) clusters examples from a non-
linguistic domain with a similar contrastive loss
to obtain higher quality sentence embeddings. For
Text Classification, DualCL (Chen et al., 2022)
regards the parameters of the classifiers as aug-
mented samples associating with different labels
and then exploits the contrastive learning between
the input samples and the augmented samples as to
improve the classification accuracy. For Text Sum-
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Cluster Input Sentence Output Sentence

1

oh i got my band geek back on now ! oh i don’t got my band geek back on now !
i love their star design collection . i don’t love their star design collection .
i love their fresh juices as well . i don’t love their fresh juices either .

2

good drinks , and good company . disappointing drinks , and disappointing company .
they have delicious soups everyday . they have awful soups everyday .

the service has always been wonderful . the service has always been bad .

3

definitely a place to keep in mind . not a place to keep in mind at all .
enjoyed the dolly a lot . not enjoyed the dolly at all .

well worth searching out this gem . not worth searching out this gem at all .

4

steve was professional and found exactly the right steve was disorganized and not found exactly the like
unit to fit in our space . unit to fit in our space .

i spent time with my best buds and i waste time with my worst buds and not
excellent wine and food . excellent wine and food at all .

the outside seating is too packed, and happy hour never happens . i love the outside seating and sad hour never happens .

Table 8: Randomly sampled cases from the four different clusters. Input sentences are with a positive style in Yelp,
and output sentences are transferred from input sentences by our method. Sentences in cluster 1 are transferred
through negative auxiliary verbs such as "don’t". Sentences in cluster 2 are likely transferred by replacing their
adjectives. Sentences in cluster 3 are usually verb phrases and can be modified by adding negation structures.
Sentences in cluster 4 are compound sentences, which need to be modified in several places and even the structure
may be changed.

marization, SeqCon (Xu et al., 2022) proposes a
contrastive learning model to maximize the sim-
ilarities between the gold summary and model-
generated summaries for supervised abstractive text
summarization. Existing works also have shown it
to be beneficial to Machine Translation (Vamvas
and Sennrich, 2021; Pan et al., 2021), Data Aug-
mentation (Margatina et al., 2021; Qu et al., 2020),
and Few-shot Learning (Das et al., 2022; Luo et al.,
2021; Jian et al., 2022a) as well.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel approach named
Contrastive Transfer Pattern Mining (CTPM) for
text style transfer (TST) tasks. Different from the
previous methods that mainly consider the differ-
ences between styles, we mine and exploit the la-
tent transfer pattern in each style. Specifically, we
design an adaptive clustering module to mine and
exploit the latent transfer patterns, and then intro-
duce a contrastive learning module, including an
inter-style contrastive loss and an intra-style con-
trastive loss, to obtain more meaningful and dis-
tinguishable sentence representations, which could
improve the performance of TST. Our approach
does not depend on a specific network structure
and can be widely applied to basic TST models.
Experiments with two mainstream basic TST mod-
els and two widely used benchmark datasets have
shown the effectiveness and generality of our pro-
posed approach.

Limitations

Since methods based on pre-trained language mod-
els on text style transfer requires larger GPU re-
sources and are not mainstream methods, we have
not yet tested the effectiveness of our method on
pre-trained language models. Moreover, since
there is no multiple-attribute dataset in existing re-
search, the applicability of our method on multiple-
attribute TST tasks has also not been verified.

Ethics Statement

Text style transfer task is widely used in the field
of controllable text generation. However, because
of the diversified corpus of style, the model has the
potential to be both used for good and used with
malicious intent. For example, if one intentionally
changes the style (news) in the news field, fake
news may be generated. Moreover, in the realm of
politics, the transformation can give rise to fabri-
cated political statements, thereby engendering a
climate of misinformation and deceit.

We hired human annotators to evaluate our
method and two basic TST models. Here we show
the details of the employed annotators. The an-
notators were asked to score the model-generated
sentence. Considering the difference between the
two datasets, annotators will get $0.1 for each sen-
tence in the Yelp dataset and $0.2 for each sentence
in the IMDb dataset. There are 1600 sentences eval-
uated (800 sentences per dataset), so each annotator
was rewarded $240 in total.
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A Example Appendix

A.1 Style Transformer

Style Transformer (Dai et al., 2019) takes Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) as the basic block.
Their base loss consists of three losses.
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Self reconstruction loss Considering the input
sentence x and the input style s from the same
dataset, they train the Style Transformer to recon-
struct the input sentence by minimizing negative
log-likelihood:

Lself (θ) = −pθ(y = x | x, s) (9)

Cycle reconstruction loss In order to preserve
the information in the input sentence x, they feed
the generated sentence ŷ = fθ(x, ŝ) to the Style
Transformer with the style of x and train the Style
Transformer to reconstruct original input sentence
by minimizing negative log-likelihood:

Lcycle (θ) = −pθ (y = x | fθ(x, ŝ), s) (10)

Style Controlling loss The Style Transformer is
also trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood
of the corresponding class of style ŝ with a trained
discriminator φ:

Lstyle (θ) = −pφ (c = ŝ | fθ(x, ŝ)) (11)

Style Transformer + CTPM We apply our
method to the encoder of the Style Transformer.
Concretly, we regard the encoder output as z in
Eq.5. Based on the supervised information ac-
quired in 2.2 and z, we obtain the Lcon with al-
gorithm in 2.3. Finally the base loss is:

Lbase = λ1Lself + λ2Lcycle + λ3Lstyle (12)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are 0.25, 0.5, 1, as same as the
original paper. Finally the updated new loss can be
obtained by Eq.8.

A.2 RACoLN
RACoLN (Lee et al., 2021) consists of an encoder,
a stylizer and a decoder. The encoder maps
an input sequence x into a style-independent
representation zx. The stylize takes the content
representation zx and a target style ŝ as inputs, and
produces a content-related style representation zŝ.
Finally, the decoder takes the content representa-
tion zx and style representation zŝ as inputs, and
generates a new sequence x̂ŝ. RACoLN also has
the first three losses as Style Transformer. Besides,
RACoLN propose an extra content loss.

Content loss They first obtain a content represen-
tation zx of the input x and a content representation
zx̂ŝ

of the transferred sequence x̂ŝ through encoder.
The two content representations should be similar,
hence the content loss is:

Lcontent = E(x,s)∼D ∥zx − zx̂ŝ
∥22 (13)

RACoLN + CTPM We apply our method to the
stylizer of the RACoLN. Concretly, we regard the
stylizer output [zx, zx̂ŝ

] as z in Eq.5. Based on the
supervised information acquired in 2.2 and z, we
obtain the Lcon with algorithm in 2.3. Finally the
base loss is:

Lbase = λ1Lself +λ2Lcycle +λ3Lstyle +λ4Lcontent
(14)

where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 are 0.5, 0.5, 1, 1, as same as
the original paper. The updated new loss can be
obtained by Eq.8.
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